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important public property on our behalf. In this book Beck introduces Antarctica, surveys
it historically (especially in relation to exploration, sovereignty and the crucial
International Geophysical Year 1957-58) and discusses current issues affecting the
Treaty, including the controversial Minerals Regime and mooted alternatives for
managing the continent. The final chapter discusses possible futures for Antarctica and
the Treaty.

This is a useful primer on the Treaty, painstaking in its efforts to show the importance
of the concept, the document, and the Treaty System that has grown out of it in the last
25 years. Neither polemical nor hysterical, bland nor unduly pessimistic, Beck supports
the Treaty but points out its weaknesses as well as its strengths. He is concerned at the
growing stresses, internal and external, that bear on it, including the minerals, fisheries
and sovereignty issues, resentments in the United Nations, and the irrelevant but divisive
question of continuing South African membership. His book is a well-catalogued
storehouse of information about the Treaty, with a note of warning to any who feel that
so enlightened an instrument must continue to prosper simply because it is right. (Bernard
Stonehouse, Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge, Lensfield Road,
Cambridge CB2 1ER.)

MULLER ON BERING'S VOYAGES

GERHARD FRIEDRICH MULLER. BERING'S VOYAGES: THE REPORTS
FROM RUSSIA. Urness, C. (editor and translator). 1986. Fairbanks, University of
Alaska Press (Rasmuson Library Historical Translation Series, III). 221p, illustrated,
soft cover. ISBN 0-912006-22-6. US . 15.00.

It could be argued that Bering's voyages (1725-43) ushered in a new era in the history
of maritime exploration. Preceding the great explorers of the 18th century—Cook, La
Perouse, Malaspina and Vancouver—Bering, or perhaps his master Peter the Great, set
the pattern. But it happened to be Russia where the new ideas germinated and grew, and
there were difficulties of communication: bureaucratic complications, secrecy, political
overtones. So it was some time before anything like the full story got into circulation;
indeed, one could say that it hasn't happened yet. The central contemporary figure in
narrating it, participant as well as historian, was the German polymath G.F. Muller, one
of the bright young men brought in by Peter to form his new Academy of Sciences. This
book is his principal account.

The original was published in 1758 (already 15 years after the end of the expeditions,
and 17 years after Bering's death), by the Academy, in German, under the title
Nachrichten von Seereisen ... There were two English translations, in 1761 and 1764, but
these were not complete. The object of Dr Urness in providing another is to fill the gaps,
but also to bring out the way in which Muller used his contemporary sources. The edition
has been well thought out and executed. The editor sets the scene in a background
chapter, and then recounts Miiller's public arguments with certain western writers on
the subject of the voyages. The translation itself reads easily, and the annotation, while
frequent, it not prolix. A modern bibliography is added. A number of 18th century maps
are included to elucidate particular points, though many place-names, through inevitable
reduction, are illegible.

This is a helpful, and very reasonably priced, addition to the still growing body of
literature on Bering's expeditions. Dr Urness is to be congratulated on her command of
a wide range of relevant material, and the Rasmuson Library on making the work available
through its Historical Translation Series. (Terence Armstrong, Scott Polar Research
Institute, University of Cambridge, Lensfield Road, Cambridge CB2 1ER.)
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